A variety of microelectrode arrays (MEAs) has been developed for monitoring intra-cortical neural activity at a high spatio-temporal resolution, opening a promising future for brain research and neural prostheses. However, most MEAs are based on metal electrodes on rigid substrates, and the intra-cortical implantation normally causes neural damage and immune responses that impede long-term recordings. This communication presents a flexible, carbon-nanotube MEA (CMEA) with integrated circuitry. The flexibility allows the electrodes to fit on the irregular surface of the brain to record electrocorticograms in a less invasive way. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) further improve both the electrode impedance and the charge-transfer capacity by more than six times. Moreover, the CNTs are grown on the polyimide substrate directly to improve the adhesion to the substrate. With the integrated recording circuitry, the flexible CMEA is proved capable of recording the neural activity of crayfish in vitro, as well as the electrocorticogram of a rat cortex in vivo, with an improved signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, the proposed CMEA can be employed as a less-invasive, biocompatible and reliable neuro-electronic interface for long-term usage.
Introduction
The brain is believed to encode information as ensembles of the electrical activity of neurons. A variety of microelectrode arrays (MEA) have thus been developed for interfacing with intra-cortical neurons at a high spatio-temporal resolution. The development facilitates not only the study on how the brain functions, but also the development of neural prostheses [1] . However, the invasive implantation of MEAs normally causes neural damage or immune responses that impede longterm recordings. Instead, using scalp electrodes to record electroencephalography (EEG) is a non-invasive approach, but EEG recordings normally exhibit a poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and very limited spatial resolution, owing to the filtering effect of the skull.
Placing electrodes in the subdural region (i.e. on the brain surface) to record electrocorticography (ECoG) has been a potential compromise that provides a better SNR and spatial resolution than EEG and introduces theoretically no neural damage. Moreover, ECoG recordings have been found useful for epilepsy monitoring, as well as for controlling cursor movement effectively at the brain-machine interface [2]. However, ECoG recordings are occasionally complicated by hemorrhage, infection, infarction, etc [3] . Employing biocompatible and smaller electrodes on a flexible substrate would thus be key to reduce complications and facilitate longterm ECoG recordings.
Inert metals such as gold and platinum have been favorable electrode materials, owing to their biocompatibility and resistance against electrode reactions. A gold electrode array with an ultrathin substrate proposed in [4] further achieves high conformal coverage and minimal stresses for implantable applications. However, the electrode impedance increases significantly as the electrode size reduces, impeding both neural recording and stimulation. With this concern, the carbon nanotube (CNT) with intriguing physicochemical properties has become an attractive material for improving electrode characteristics [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
The nanostructure of CNTs inherently increases the effective interfacial area and thus reduces electrode impedance. Moreover, CNTs have been demonstrated to be a biocompatible substrate that promotes neuronal growth [11] , boosts neural activity [8] and transmits electrical stimulation effectively with long-term endurance [12] . As flexible substrates can fit the irregular geometry of tissues to minimize neural damage, several forms of CNT microelectrodes on flexible substrates have been proposed. However, the temperature for growing CNTs is much higher than that tolerable by flexible substrates. Most proposed techniques have thus relied on transferring well-grown CNTs to flexible substrates by microwave welding [13] , stamp transfer [14] , polymer binding [15] and electrodeposition coating [7] . These techniques require much attention to ensure good adhesion between the CNTs and the substrate. Although techniques to grow CNTs at low temperature (below 300
• C) are also proposed [16] , the growth rate and the graphitization of CNTs are unsatisfactory.
This communication presents a flexible CNT microelectrode array (CMEA) integrated with a chip containing 16 recording amplifiers (figure 1). To ensure good electrode adhesion, CNTs are grown on the polyimide (PI) substrate directly by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) at 400
• C. The electro-physical properties and biocompatibility of the fabricated CNT electrodes are examined carefully. Afterward, the ability of the active, flexible CMEA to record electrophysiological signals, particularly the electrocorticography signals (ECoG) of rat cortex in vivo, is demonstrated. Figure 2 illustrates the process flow of fabricating CNT microelectrodes directly on a PI substrate. The process steps are described as follows. (a) On a 125 μm thick PI film (Dupont Kapton HPP-ST), a 20 nm thick adhesion layer of chromium (Cr) and then a 150 nm thick layer of gold (Au) were deposited by E-beam evaporation. Both layers were patterned to form a 4×4 array of microelectrodes and interconnecting wires. The microelectrodes had circular shapes with a diameter of 100 μm, and the separation between adjacent electrodes was 400 μm. (b) With a shadow mask having openings only above the microelectrodes, a 20 nm thick adhesion layer of titanium (Ti) and then a 5 nm thick catalyst layer of nickel (Ni) were deposited. (c) Afterward, CNTs were grown above the Ni catalyst by thermal CVD with C 2 H 2 /H 2 gases at 400
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Fabrication of the flexible CMEA
• C. The flow rates for C 2 H 2 and H 2 were optimized as 60 and 10 sccm, respectively, at 5 Torr and the growth time as 20 min. (d) Finally, 1 μm thick parylene was deposited to cover all regions except for the CMEA and the wire-bonding pads. To make the CNTs more hydrophilic and thus to reduce the electrode impedance, the flexible CMEA was further exposed to UV-ozone for 40 min [17] . The structure and the quality of the fabricated CMEA were then examined by high-resolution microscopy. The charge capacity and the electrochemical impedance spectrum (EIS) of the CMEA were further measured and compared to gold microelectrodes of the same size.
Design of integrated circuits
As figure 2 shows, the integrated circuitry contained 16 recording amplifiers, an output multiplexer, and a differentialto-single-end converter.
The recording amplifier was analogous to that proposed in [18] , adopting a two-stage, fully-differential band-pass filter. The lower corner frequency (f L ) was (2π R MR C 2 ) −1 , where R MR represented the channel resistance of M R and was tunable through V tune [19] . On the other hand, the higher corner frequency (f H ) was dependent on the transconductance (G M ) of the amplifier as
, and was tunable by changing the biasing current of the amplifier. Here A M = C 1 /C 2 was the mid-band voltage gain of the first-stage amplifier. The total mid-band voltage gain was given as (C 1 /C 2 ) × (1 + 2R 1 /R 2 ), and was designed to be 1100 V/V by setting C 1 = 10 pF, C 2 = 0.1 pF, R 1 = 25 k and R 2 = 5 k . The chip was fabricated with the CMOS 0.35 μm technology provided by the Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co. The total chip area was 2.5 × 2.5 mm 2 and the total power consumption was 12 mW. With the chip wire-bonded to the flexible substrate and coated with 10 μm thick parylene, an active, flexible CMEA was formed ( figure 1) . Finally, the chip was covered by a layer of biocompatible epoxy (WK-8126H, WINKING) to protect against the moisture in biological experiments.
Biocompatibility test
To ensure that the metallic particles (e.g. Ni) contained in the CMEA were non-toxic to neurons, the health of rat hippocampal neurons cultured on the CMEA was compared to that on a glass substrate. All materials were sterilized by immersion in alcohol for 30 min, and then rinsed three times with deionized water. After 16 days of cell culturing, β-IIItubulin and DAPI were employed to mark neurons and the neurite outgrowth, respectively, allowing them to be observed by confocal fluorescent microscopy with 488 nm and 405 nm excitation wavelengths. For each fluorescent image, at least three randomly selected areas (0.7 mm 2 ) of each cell culture were monitored to calculate the cell density.
Biological experiments
The capability of the flexible CMEA to record neural activity both in vitro and in vivo was examined. In the in vitro experiment, the flexible CMEA was placed in affinity to the caudal photoreceptor (CPR) in the tail of the crayfish [20] . The ability to record the spontaneous activity of the CPR neuron was then tested. In the in vivo experiment, the flexible CMEA was placed on the surface of the motor cortex of an anesthetized rat (Pentobarbital (50 mg kg −1 ) was used for anesthesia), and a reference electrode was connected to the skull of the rat. The ability to record the ECoG of the motor cortex was then tested and verified.
Experimental results
Characterization of the CNT microelectrodes
As shown in figure 1 , the CNT microelectrodes were a 4 × 4 array of black dots distributed on the white square substrate. The scanning electron microscope (SEM, JEOL 6500) image indicated that a 1.5 μm thick layer of CNTs was successfully grown on the PI film, and the good adhesion was verified in [17] . The high-resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) image further revealed that the CNTs had the typical multiwall structure with a diameter of 20-30 nm, confirming the good quality of the CNTs. In addition, the EIS in figure 3(a) revealed that a CNT microelectrode had an impedance ten times smaller than a gold microelectrode of the same size over the entire bandwidth (20 Hz-10 kHz). The impedance improvement resulted from both the increased interfacial area and the hydrophilicity of the CNTs. shows the cyclic voltammetry of the CNT microelectrode (the line with circles) and the gold microelectrode (the black line). The specific capacitance (C 0 ) of both microelectrodes was calculated as C 0 = i/2ν [10] , where i was the maximum current difference between the positive and negative scans, and ν was the scanning rate equaling 500 mV s −1 in the measurement. The CNT microelectrode exhibited a C 0 (2.1 μF mm −2 ) six times greater than the gold microelectrode (0.37 μF mm −2 ), demonstrating that the CNTs improved the maximum charge-injection capacity significantly to facilitate the neural stimulation. This improvement was attributed to the fast electron transfer kinetics [21] . comparable with that on the control glass (86.7 ± 8.1 neurons mm −2 ). In addition, the neurons distributed homogeneously on the flexible CMEA without aggregation, confirming the biocompatibility of the grown CNTs. Figure 5 shows the measured frequency responses of the recording amplifier. The mid-band gain was about 61 dB (1100 V/V). As the voltage V tune changed from 0.3 to −0.05 V, f L shifted from less than 10 Hz to 3.5 kHz. f H was also able to change from 8.8 kHz to 66 Hz as V bias changed from 0.5 to 0.9 V, controlling the bias current of the amplifier. Such a wide tunable range not only covered the bandwidth of most electrophysiological signals but also allowed users to filter out unwanted noise. For example, 60 Hz interference can be easily removed by increasing f L to several hundreds Hz when only neuronal spikes are of interest. High-frequency noise can also be greatly attenuated by decreasing f H when only local field potential is of interest. According to the measured noise spectrum in figure 6 , the total input referred noise integrated from 10 Hz to 10 kHz was 8.6 μV rms . Figure 7 shows the setup and result of the in vitro experiment with the CPR neuron. Spontaneous spikes with an amplitude of 100-200 μV were recorded extracellularly and reliably. The root-mean-square values of the signal and the noise were 58.6 and 9.5 μV rms , respectively, corresponding to a signalto-noise ratio (SNR) of 6.2. Compared to the active MEAs reported in [22] [23] [24] [25] , both the noise level and the SNR were improved. This improvement was mainly attributed to the reduced impedance of the CMEA and its integration with the recording circuitry. Figure 8 reveals the setup and result of using the flexible CMEA to record the ECoG of a rat's motor cortex. As the bandwidth of the ECoG was below 500 Hz [26, 27] , f L was set to be below 10 Hz, and f H to be 1 kHz. As the flexible CMEA was placed on the surface of the motor cortex, neural activity with variable waveforms was recorded (top trace in figure 8(b) ). However, as the flexible CMEA was separated from the motor cortex by around 0.2 cm, the recorded activity vanished (bottom trace in figure 8(b) ). The obvious difference indicated that the recorded activity was the ECoG of the motor cortex. Figure 8 (c) further shows the fast Fourier transform of the recorded activity. Most signals lay in the bandwidth below 40 Hz, agreeing with typical ECoG recordings. Although the size of the proposed CMEA was 1600 times smaller than the electrode array employed in [28] for ECoG recording in humans, the SNR of the ECoG recording remained at a satisfactory value of 8.68 (91.48 and 10.54 μV rms for the neural activity and noise, respectively). Compared to the rat-brain recording reported in [29] , the proposed CMEA exhibited a better SNR and lower impedance per unit area. Therefore, the CNTs allowed the electrode size to further reduce without losing sensitivity. This was especially important for increasing spatial resolution and for implantation in small animals such as a rat.
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Conclusions
A flexible CMEA integrated with circuitry has been fabricated and tested. Direct synthesis of CNTs on a flexible substrate is achieved by low-temperature CVD, and the quality of the CNTs is shown analogous to typical multiwall CNTs grown at high temperature. The CNT microelectrode is further proved to have much lower electrode impedance and better chargeinjection capacity than a gold microelectrode of the same size. The biocompatibility of the CMEA is also confirmed by cell culture for 16 days. Finally, the biological experiments demonstrate that the active, flexible CMEA is able to record the ECoG of a rat in vivo with a satisfactory SNR. Based on the promising results, an active, flexible CMEA with a high electrode density and an implantable geometry will be developed for long-term ECoG studies.
